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Exercícios de recuperação 

Linguagens, códigos e suas tecnologias 

9º ano 1ª   23  05  18   

ATENÇÃO: Esta apostila deverá ser entregue NO MOMENTO DA ENTREGA DA 

PROVA DE RECUPERAÇÃO, dia 25/05, para o professor aplicador. Entregas em 

atraso acarretarão a redução da pontuação em 50%. Também não será aceita a 

entrega antes do dia estipulado. 

 

 ASSUNTOS: Movies (vocabulary: kinds/genres and expressions), Puns, Passive voice, 

Debate, Passive Voice (Present Perfect), Text Comprehension 
 
 

 

Instruções: 

 Leia atentamente cada questão antes de resolvê-la.  A interpretação faz parte da avaliação. 
 Refaça exercícios dados em sala e de dever de casa 
 Estude pelo livro, pela apostila e pelo caderno 
 Esta lista contém 7 questão fechadas ( 01 a 07 ), assim, seu gabarito deverá ser preenchido apenas com a 

numeração correspondente a estas questões. As demais questões são abertas e seguem a numeração 08 a 
17. 

 Entenda a recuperação como uma oportunidade de revisão daquilo que não foi afixado. 
 

Boa sorte! 
 

 

GABARITO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMO 

PREENCHER? 



Choose the best answers: 

Question 01          Marks: 
 

The song “Black and White” ____________________ by Michael Jackson. 
 
 
A) wrote 
B) was written 
C) written 
D) were written 
E) writes 

 

Question 02          Marks: 
 

“The Elephants” and “The Persistence of Memory” ____________________ by Salvador Dalí. 
 

A) were painted 
B) painted 
C) painting 
D) was painted 
E) paints 

 

Question 03          Marks: 

 

The passive voice of “Luiza washed the car” is: 
  

A) Luiza was washed by the car. 

B) Luiza washed the car. 

C) The car was wash by Luiza. 

D) The car were washed by Luiza 

E) The car was washed by Luiza. 

Question 04          Marks: 
 

They have not ____________________ the book. 

 
 
A) been read 
B) read 
C) to read 
D) reading  
E) reads 

 

Question 05          Marks: 
 

This issue hasn’t ____________________ to by us. 

 

 
A) been agreed 
B) agreed 
C) to agree 
D) agreeing 
E) agrees 

 



Question 06          Marks:  

 

The thieves have _____________________. 
  

F) been caught 

G) will catch 

H) to catch 

I) catching 

J) catches  

Question 07          Marks: 

 

The car _____________________________. 

 

A) have been stolen 

B) has steal 

C) has been steal 

D) have stealing 

E) has been stolen 

 

Question 08          Marks: 

Write the movie genres: 

 

 

 

 

A) ________________________ (films) are cinematic 

forms that emphasize song and dance routines. They 

are films that are centered on combinations of music, 

dance, song, or choreography. 

B) ________________________ films usually include high 

energy, physical stunts, and chases, possibly with 

rescues, battles, fights, non-stop motion, spectacular 

rhythm and pacing. 

C) ________________________ films are usually exciting stories, with new experiences or 

exotic locales. They can include expeditions for lost continents, “jungle” and “desert” epics, 

disaster films, or searches for the unknown. 

D) ________________________ (films) portray a historical or imagined event and mythic or 

heroic figures. 

E) ________________________ films are often visionary and imaginative – complete with 

heroes, aliens, distant planets, impossible quests, futuristic technology, unknown and 

unknowable forces, and extraordinary monsters (“things or creatures from space”). 

horror  -  sci-fi  -  action  -  musical  -  drama  -  adventurous  -  epic  -  comedy 



F) ________________________ have a light-hearted plot designed to amuse and evoke 

laughter. 

G) ________________________ (films) are designed to frighten and to invoke our worst, 

hidden fears. 

H) ________________________ are serious, plot-driven presentations portraying realistic 

characters, setting, life situations, and stories involving intense character development and 

interaction. 

Question 09          Marks: 

Match the expressions that try to define movies and their definitions: 

 

A) It is heart warming. 

B) A total laugh riot 

C) The special effects are breathtaking 

D) It chilled my blood 

E) It gave me food for thought 

F) The plot was intriguing 

G) It is like watching the grass grow. 

H) I like movies with a lot of fighting. 

I) Very realistic 

 

 

Question 10          Marks: 

Explain the puns on the movie posters. Talk about the strategy used to generate humor. 

 

A)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

( ) very funny, hilarious 

( ) amazing effects 

( ) it probably makes you cry or feel touched 

( ) very boring 

( ) imitates life, it’s truly real 

( ) complex themes that make us reflect upon 

them 

( ) really scary 

( ) interesting, makes you connected to the 

story 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

B)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 11          Marks:  

Give the passive voice: 

 

A) The hunter killed the lion. ______________________________________________ 

B) Stanley Kubric directed this movie. ___________________________________________ 

C) Somebody shot my friend. ___________________________________________ 

D) They made this fabric in China. ___________________________________________ 

E) “Gorkha earthquake killed 9,000 people in Nepal” _______________________________ 

F) “Somebody stole a baby at the hospital” ______________________________________ 

Question 12          Marks: 

Correct the mistakes: 
 

A) The men was arrested by the police. 
__________________________________________________________ 
 

B) The book were written by more than one writer. 
__________________________________________________________ 
 

C) The car was wash by a professional. 
__________________________________________________________ 
 

D) The pizza was eat by three people. 
__________________________________________________________ 
 

E) This TV show created by Calvin Coconut. 
__________________________________________________________ 



Question 13          Marks: 

Rewrite the sentences in passive voice. 

 

A) Kerrie has paid the bill. 

______________________________________________________ 

B) Someone has put the cup on the table. 

______________________________________________________ 

C) I have eaten a hamburger. 

______________________________________________________ 

D) We have cycled five miles. 

______________________________________________________ 

E) My brothers have opened the gift. 

______________________________________________________ 

 

Question 14          Marks:  

Choose T (true) or F (false) to describe a debate’s characteristics: 

( ) A debate is a discussion between at least two people or groups. 

( ) Both groups have the same opinion. 

( ) The participants don’t need to prepare themselves to the debate. 

( ) There is usually a moderator to ask questions and control the debate. 

Question 15          Marks:  

Read the comments of Eleanor Roosevelt, Chair of the UN commission that drafted the UDHR, on 

the importance of universal human rights standards: 

Where, after all, do universal rights begin? In small places, close to home – so 

close and so small that they cannot be seen on any maps of the world. Yet they 

are the world of the individual person; the neighborhood he lives in; the school or 

college he attends; the factory, farm or office where he works. Such are the 

places where every man, woman, and child seeks equal justice, equal 

opportunity, equal dignity without discrimination. Unless these rights have 

meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere. Without concerned citizen 

action to uphold them close to home, we shall look in vain for progress in the 

larger world. 

Eleanor Roosevelt  
The Great Question, 1958 

 
A) What do you think Eleanor Roosevelt means by "universal rights"? 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

B) What does it mean the statement “without concerned citizen action to uphold them close to 
home, we shall look in vain for progress in the larger world”? 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 



Question 16          Marks: 

Read the opinion article written by Brielle Edwards for the blog “Life examinations” and answer the 
questions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MLK vs. Malcolm X (similarities/differences) 
 

MARCH 14, 2011 
by Brielle Edwards 

 
Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X are very 

prominent African American individuals throughout 
history. They fought for what they stood for but in many 
different ways. As we all know in history there are no two 
great men that are alike. Their many beliefs may have 
blossomed from the households they came from and how 
they grew up. King grew up in a middle class family and 
was well educated. While, Malcolm X grew up in an 
underprivileged environment that was very hostile with 
barely any schooling. Martin Luther King Jr. was always 
against violence, throughout his entire ministry. He 
always stood his ground, and he stood out because even 
though he may have been physically attacked, he never reacted with violence. Martin Luther King Jr. 
followed the Christian faith. Malcolm X was a Muslim, and believed in Muslim principles. His most 
famous line was “By any Means Necessary”. He believed in fighting back physically. Whatever had 
to be done to get freedom he was all for it whether it be violence or nonviolence. Although later in 
life he visited Jerusalem, and met other Muslims. He changed his views, and became nonviolent. 

One of the most famous civil rights acts was the March on Washington, which portrays the 
different perspectives of Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X. The March on Washington took 
place on August 28, 1963. Over 20,000 people came to march from Washington to the Lincoln 
memorial in Washington D.C. This march happened to be one of Martin Luther King Jr.’s greatest 
accomplishments throughout his life. This event is where he took the crown for the face of the civil 
rights movement. Even in a time of violence, King would never act out. King wanted all the races to 
come together for the hatred and violence to be put to a halt. Malcolm X had a different perspective 
regarding the march. He felt that integration would destroy the black and the white man. He felt that 
American blacks should be more concerned with helping each other. He felt blacks should start by 
giving the same race self-respect first. He did not agree with what King had to say, he felt that King’s 
dream was not a dream but a nightmare. 

MLK’s approach to civil rights/equality was non-violent protesting, speaking out for non-
violence, passive resistance, and what he called, “weapons of love”. However, Malcolm X’s 
approach to civil rights/equality was extremely different. He was suspicious of whites, willing to use 
“by any means necessary” to achieve equality. He was a segregationist until he went to Mecca. The 
commonality that they both share is that they both wanted equal rights for African Americans they 
just went down different paths to receive those rights. 

In my opinion I feel that MLK was a better more prominent advocate for the Civil Rights 
Movement. I feel this way because he was a peaceful leader, he was always for a non-violence 
approach with handling things, and he wanted everyone, all races to come together and form 
equality. If society followed through with Malcolm X’s approach for segregation and for races to be 
separated the world would honestly be a hell hole. Because of MLK’s peaceful approach he is well 
respected all over the world by many races and on top of that he has his own holiday. If it weren’t for 
him, I would not be where I am at now. 

Source: https://lifeexaminations.wordpress.com/2011/03/14/mlk-vs-malcolm-x-similaritiesdifferences/ 

https://lifeexaminations.wordpress.com/2011/03/14/mlk-vs-malcolm-x-similaritiesdifferences/


A) In the author’s opinion, which one of the characters is the best one? Transcribe a passage 
that proves this point. 
 

_________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

B) According to the author, what is Martin Luther King’s approach to deal with the Civil Rights 

Movement? 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

C) In the last paragraph you find the author’s impression about the impact of MLK’s peaceful 

approach in his life: “If it weren’t for him, I would not be where I am at now.” What might it 

mean? Write your conclusions. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 17          Marks:  

In the previous question, you read an article found in a blog. Now read a comment on the same post 
to answer the questions: 



 
A) Does Stephan Sakhai totally agree with Brielle Edwards? 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

B) In what part he uses an argument based on a third author to support his idea? Transcribe it. 
_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 


